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Introduction - Data fusion Issue

Humans are not able to make the best decision

which ever the amount of informations we are 

sent. Low or high, there is always a better

possible. 

As for Machines, the issue is different. We have 

access to way too much information requiring

sorting, fusion, filtering, mining, … all of which

becomes very complex considering the amount

of information and speed requirements. 
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Introduction - Ship Identification problem

• Detection tools

– ESM sensor

• Passive EM sensor

– ISM sensor

• Visual sensor

• Objectives

– Achieve fusion of 5 ESM+1 ESM per minute with

good identification results.

– Find how to use belief functions on large problems.



Information model – our Platform DB
For our purposes, ships are divided into two ship categories (SC), line ships

and merchant ships. 

Our Platform DB contain 

• 7 groups of emitters ESM could detect for naval line platforms: 
– 60 NAV2DSU, 21 NAV3DSU, 33 NAVNAVI, 65 NAVFICO, 33 NAVECMS, 13 ATCGCCA 

and 9 IFFINRE. 

• 5 ship types (ST) within the line Ship Category: 
– 25 PATROL, 34 FRIGATE, 24 DESTROYER, 12 CRUISER, 9 CARRIER, and 13 OTHERS. 

• 117 platforms over 22 countries: 
– 1 UNKN, 1 AUST, 9 CANA, 7 INDI, 2 DANM, 1 KAZA, 1 GERM, 1 SWIT, 1 EGYT, 2 TAIW, 

14 CHIN, 3 LITH, 14 USAM, 26 RUSS, 1 JORD, 1 PAKI, 2 LIBY, 5 BRIT, 1 SYRI, 5 BRAZ, 

4 TURK and 15 FRAN. 

Create 1 ISM report for every 5 ESM reports. 

- where the ISM returns a ship length



Information model – example of 

BOE created for an ESM report
Step A, we detect emitter #40 from a target with our ESM

Step B, we randomly pick 3 emitters having the same function: #44, #75, #80

Step C, from the emitters seen, we form a list of platforms containing them

ID 9                (CONTAINS EMITTER #44) 

ID 9,10,13,14 (CONTAINS EMITTER #40)

ID 10, 13, 14  (CONTAINS EMITTER #75) 

ID 10              (CONTAINS EMITTER #80)

Step E, Simply rewrite distribution as a belief function with focal elements made of ships’ id.

m(id9) = 0.0375    m(id10,13,14) = 0.7599   m(id9,10,13,14) = 0.129   m(id10) = 0.0736

One can play with this

to help better simulate

a specific ESM 

behavior/conditions



Information model –

distribution for ESM capture
Probability density function

representing masses, 

before normalization, 

attributed to each focal 

elements of the ESM report



Information model – example of 

BOE created for an ISM report
Step A, with the same randomly defined GT, we get the value of the length of the ship from our PDB. 

Step B, we randomly add a value in the [-3%+3%] range to that length factoring variable imprecision of ISM.  

Step E, Convert each one of the Line ship types focal elements with the union of all ships it represents. 



Information model –

distribution of Ship Types
Probability density function

representing masses, 

before normalization, 

attributed to ship types in 

relation to the observed

ship length,
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Tessem (KLX) approximation

This methods aims to reduce the number of focal elements within a body of evidence. 

It implies 3 parameters: 

I. K, the minimum number of focal elements to keep,  

II. L, the maximum number of focal elements to keep,

III. X, the maximal threshold of total removed mass from the approximation process. 

The algorithm goes like this, after ordering of the focal elements in decreasing order of mass: 

1.Select and keep the K focal elements of higher mass value;

2.While their mass is less than 1-X, and while their number is less than L, add the next focal 

element of higher mass;

3.Normalize the mass values of the focal elements kept. 



Example of KLX approximation

Suppose BOE1, the body of evidence

to approximate with parameters K=3, 

L=5, X=0.3

m1(A) = 0.4

m1(A∩B) = 0.25

m1(A∩B∩D) = 0.15

m1(BUC) = 0.1

m1(BUD) = 0.05

m1(AUBUCUD) = 0.05 

The 3 focal elements of higher mass 

remains, the rest is rejected. A 

normalization step follows. 

Approximated BOE

m1apx(A) = 0.5

m1apx(A∩B) = 0.31

m1apx(A∩B∩D) = 0.19

Result

• Reduction by half, of the number

of focal elements in this case. 

• Drop to K focal elements, even

for BOE of much larger size. 



New KLXY approximation - origin

It comes from

1. Observations of the behavior of conjonctive based combination rules.

2. Observations of the decisional process – Decision is often made on 

singletons.

Considering these objsevations, we propose to reduce the number of 

intersections – a sort of generalization of the KLX approximation towards

the DSmT by considering intersections. 



New KLXY approximation - Algorithm



Example of KLXY approximation



Mathematical representation of the approximation



Results
Ship Idenfication case 1 – chosen observed Ship #14, a patrol ship of 58 meters long with 3 

knowns emitters on board. 

1. It gave us near real time execution between 59 and 61 seconds. 
1. The objective was to fuse 5 ESM and 1 ISM report per minute. 

2. As expected and seen in previous research, the resulting BOE for DSmT differs from the 

one from DST. 
1. This isn’t a negative point, as DSmT defines a larger reasoning frame than the DST, causing this inevitable effect.

2. That’s why in previous research, a good decision for target A, was defines as {A, AB} under DSmT. 

3. The decision maker obtains a more refine answer enabling him to take more refine, or nuanced, actions.

3. As for the correctness of the combination result, 
1. the DST focuses 81.05% of the mass onto the proposition of a single singleton corresponding to target id #14. 

2. the DSmT, places 60.32% of the mass is on the same proposition. However, 19.10% of the masse is on the proposition of 

the intersection of ids 14 and 90, then 15.67% of the mass is on the proposition of the union of pairs of intersection (12,99) 

and (14,100). However, target id #14 is a small ST with limited number of known emitters. 

4. Note 1: Matlab implementation, on an 8 Gb of DDR2 Ram, AMD Phenom II 955 desktop, 

5. Note 2: Even if this realistic case works well, we came upon other cases where the required 

time of execution was quite high and sometimes way too high for real-time applications. 



Results
Ship Idenfication case 2 – chosen observed Ship #72, a French destroyer of 152 

meters with 3 knowns emitters on board. 

1. We get very different times of execution, far from real time under the DSmT. For 

5 ESM and 1 ISM reports, DSmT execution times are around 34 minutes, and it 

is still around 1 minute in DST. 

2. This time, the process became too complex for the DSmT, even if applying the 

new approximation method. However it was still executable, which wasn’t 

feasible without an approximation method. 

3. As for the correctness of the combination result, 
1. DST gives us the right target id with a mass of 91.56%, 

2. the DSmT gives us the same with 66.98% and 13.98% to proposition made of the intersection of 

target ids 72 and 77. Note that target id #77 is another Destroyer of similar length, 156 meters, but 

American rather than French, still of Friendly force allegiance from NATO’s viewpoint. 



Conclusions

• We can generally obtain the same decision quality with or without approximation.

• We can almost use the DST in the time requirements mentioned in STANAG 1241.

• We can now use the DSmT with a large discernement frame (from |Θ|>5 to 72 now). It

was deemed impossible before. Its execution time remains too high for critical

applications (about 30mins for 5 ESM 1 ISM).

• We exploit the problem of mass accumulation to intersections while helping the decision

• Further experiments to resolve various question remains, such as
– Can we increase the quality of the decision by adding allegiance reports about the observed target.

– Optimize the code and see if it can help us reach STANAG time requirements.
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